The purpose of this paper is to study how the exlremal zeros of a family of orthogonal polynomials evolve when we perturb the coefficient of the recurrence relation defining the family. To this end we shall compare the extremal zeros with the corresponding zeros in the perturbed ease.
Introduction
Let N {Pn}~>o a family of orthogonal polynomials be defined by P-1 -0, Po-1, Then we can compute a, and b, in order to obtain the following relation:
Pn+l(x) = (x -bn)P~(x) -a~Pn-l(X)
,
O <~ n ~ N-1 Q~+l(x)= qo Ai P.+l(x).
Definition 1.1. We call the extremal zeros of the family (1.1) the smallest and the greatest zeros of this family.
It is well known that these zeros are the extremal zeros of the polynomial PN. Remark. According to (1.3), we can also consider that the family u {P,},~>0 is the perturbed family of the family
• N {P,~ },~>0. In this case we put 0<n<N:
a. =a.=a. +(-~.) and b**=b.=b*+(-fl.). (2.10) Lemma 2.1 (Gilewicz and Leopold [1] We recall that the functions c, are defined by (2.1).
We shall adopt the simplified notation c, instead of c,(d~,d~+l ). The sets LN and IN are given by (2.8) and (2.9 ).
Remarks. A well-known theorem of Hadamard-Gershgorin applied to Jacobie's representation of family (1.1) allows one to obtain the estimates given by (2.16). Also, we can take for example: 
The bounds E* and F* defined by (1.5) 
Some bounds in the general case
In this section we shall give two theorems which allow to surround E, F and E* -E, F* -F in the general case. For this, it is not necessary to know any of the quantities E, E*, F or F*. Theorem 3.1. Let E and F be defined by (1.4 
CN-2 = dN-I = E.
Therefore, the quantity E satisfies E ~< min0.<n~u-l(hn(TN)). Hence, we obtain with (3.4) the right member of the inequality (3.2). For F, a same technique yields to the left member of the inequality (3.3 The bounds are defined by and for 0<n <N, 
3). same definition but by replacing the coefficients a, and b, by a,
Remarks. According to the definition (3.7) and (3.8) of the bounds ~0,, ~02, (/)l and q~2, these estimates will be better if the estimates for YN, Y*, FN and F* are better. In the optimal case: if ~:N = E and y* = E*, we have c#, = c#2 or if FN = F and F~ = F* then we have ~b, = $2. The Theorem 3.2 allows one to obtain the estimates (3.5) and (3.6) even if none of the quantifies E, E*, F and F* are known. 
Proof of the

o. )
we obtain
E* = max rain (c. + O.+,,dN_, + BN-,)
The bounds 7" and F* are obtained by replacing in the Theorem 3.1, the functions h, by
a. g.*+,(x).
O n< N-l. h*.(x)=b*+ f*(x------)
and the variable x by 7" or by F*.
From the definition (2.9) of the set IN(TN) and the result (2.20) we can write E* ~ msx mill (cn + O.+l,dN--l + flN--1). IN(~'N ) O <~n<~N--2
Because the set IN(TN) verifies, following the properties (2.17):
Hence, we obtain with (2.13) E* i> E +mint~(vN)mino<..<.N--2(O.+l,flN--l). But, with definition (2.25) of 0.+1 and definition (3.9) of S.@N) We Can see that rain rain rain
Hence, with (3.14), we have go, of (3.7). If we apply (2.13) to E*, we obtain
The set I*(7") is the corresponding set to IN(TN) with the star notation. Now, by putting:
where R.(y*) is defined by (3.9 The sets JN and J~v are defined by (2.4) and (2.5) , and the function c, by ( 
Hence, (3.18) holds. Using this remark we see that case (3.17) gives (3.19), case (3.20) gives (3.22) and case (3.21) leads to (3.23). Also, we shall only give the proofs of (3.16), (3.17), (3.20) , and of (3.21).
According to (2.24): IN(>, ~,fiN--l)C {d0~>b0 0<n<N d, 3) ).
Remarks. For example the quantities YN, ~'N Can be given by (2.16). Corollary 3.1 allows one to obtain the inequalities between the quantities E, E* and F, F* even if none is known. In certain inequalities we also give the sign of the members. For example, in (3.24):
6, a,
On (IN) means that this quantity is negative. We know the signs, because we can use Lemma 2.3 which gives the sign of 9, (FN Proof of the Corollary 3.1. In order to avoid the same proofs, we shall only give the proof of (3.24). For (2.26) we can use the same technique as in (3.24). With (2.10), (3.25) and (3.27) are direct consequences of (3.24) and (3.26), respectively. Conditions (3.24) is a sufficient condition to obtain relation (3.16). According to (2.14), the quantity F can also be defined by 
VFN>/F, F= min max (c,,dN-l), LN(FN ) O<~n<~N--2 with LN(FN) given by (2.8). A sufficient condition to satisfy (3.16) is therefore: LN(FN)CJN( >, <~, BN--1), where the set JN(>, <~,~N-1) is defined by (2.4). From definition (2.12) of the quantity F, we have in this case
F = min max (c,,dN-l) LN(FN ) O<~n<~N
The quantity 6n is defined by (3.28).
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Corollary 3. 
VFN>~F, 0<n<N b,--FN<~g,(FN-----~.
Thus, if 6, is positive we obtain 6,(b, -FN)<~6na,/g,(FN) . Therefore, if the first assumption of (3.29) is true then, the first condition of (3.24) holds. It is the same for the second assumption which is a sufficient condition to verify the second hypothesis of (3.24). Hence, we have (3.16). [] Remarks. If we want to obtain finer constraints on the perturbations than those given by this corollary we can improve inequalities (3.33) and (3.34). Here we want to obtain very simple constraints {or,},= o and {j~n}N__o 1. 
The perturbations {fl,}~l with same sions
In this section we shall study the effects of the perturbations ft, on the extremal zeros E and F when O<<.n<<.N-1, fln>~O, (3.39) or,
O<~n<~N-1, fl,~O.
In this particular case, we can obtain new conditions for the inequalities between E and E*, F and F*. We shall treat the positive case first. 
K~( <,<~ )O<~n<~N--2
The sets KN and K~ are defined by (2.6), (2.7) and the functions Cn by (2.1) (c7, are the corresponding functions with the star notation)
Proof. If the assumption of (3.40) holds, then we can write F*>~ min max (c,,dN-1).
K~( >,>~ ) O<~n<~N-2
If O<~n<~N-1, dnEK~(>, >>.), then we obtain, from definition (2.1) of c,,
Hence, with (2.12), we obtain property (3.40). Now, suppose O<n<N,-a,<~,<~O, then we can show that the constraint of (3.41) implies: , if fl0=0, O<<.n<~N -1, d, EKN(>, <~) The functions f, and g, are given by (2.2) 
Some numerical examples
In this section, we shall give some numerical examples.We have limited material to do that. Also we compute the extremal zeros E and E* with N = 5 only. The star notation follows (1.3).
We have chosen for the family {Pn}Sn=0, the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind as the nonperturbed family. This family can be defined, according to ( 
An example to illustrate Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in the general case
We shall take for E and for E*, the values given by (4.1) and by the zero corresponding to the last Example 4. 
Examples to illustrate some results of the section "some perturbations with arbitrary sions"
We recall ( 
Examples to illustrate some results of the section "'the perturbations {fln}n with same sions"
Here, we treat the ease (3.39): 0~<n ~<N-1, fin ~<0 and we shall illustrate those of Corollary 3.3. 
